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The Remote Control Panel provides heavy-duty auxiliary relay contacts to handle the higher voltage, heavier current fan shutdown circuits often encountered on Duct Applications. It also provides light indication to show mode of detector operation especially useful when duct detectors are mounted in remote locations. A test switch and a reset switch are also provided.

**GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Normal (Amber) Light ON when detector power is ON & detector trouble relay is in normal supervision mode, i.e., contacts closed.
- Alarm (Red) Light ON when detector is in alarm.
- Test Switch (key operated)—To remote test the detector for proper alarm operation.
- Reset Switch (key operated)—To reset detector from alarm.
- Trouble Relay—One set SPDT contacts rated 120VAC, 5 Amp., Inductive.
- Alarm Relay in **Control Package 103-0057**: Two sets SPDT contacts rated 120VAC, 5 Amp., Inductive.
- Alarm Relay on **Control Package 103-0058**: One set SPDT contacts rated 600VAC, 16 Amp., Inductive.

The Remote Control Panel is designed for use with Statitrol® Ionization Fire Detector Models 102-040, & 104-040. Primarily for use with Duct Detectors, using Housing Nos. 103-0044 & 103-0045. The Panel can also be used with ceiling detectors.

**ROUGH-IN DIMENSIONS**
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TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

Model 102-040 Detector
(24VDC)

Add internal jumper for use w/102-040

Model 104-040 Detector
(120VAC only)

Ordering Information:
Finish—Red Texture.
Shipping Weight—4 lbs.
Control Package 103-0057 available for use with 24VDC supervisory power on special order basis only.

When Auxiliary Trouble Relay is not required, Panel can be supplied with this relay connected as an extra Aux. Alarm Relay on special order basis only.

Note: Remote Test cannot be used with Standard Model 104-040 Detector. When this feature is required, order Model 104-040 with Remote Test Capability which is furnished with two extra leads (red and red/white), for connection to terminals 1 and 2 on Remote Control Panel.